CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of The Study

Reading is one of the skills that is very important in English learning. There is strong correlation between reading and academic successful. The students who read a lot will have extensive knowledge and lead them to be successful. So, to get academic success, the students need to read a lot. The students who are good readers are more likely to do well in the school and to pass exams than those who are weak readers. The most of students who get the good achievement is the ones who often read the material of the lesson.

However, not all students are pleased to read. Nowadays, a lot of students who choose other activities that make them enjoy rather than reading, especially reading textbooks. Some students who claim that they rarely read textbooks unless they have task or examination to do. This is a problem that must be solved in order to improve the quality of the students as the next generation in this country. Every English class at both of school and college is very good to provide opportunity for someone to read as it is part of language skills. It is very important in order to improve the quality of their reading. Because reading is one of the difficult skills, it is necessary to have reading strategies to overcome the students who dislike reading and improving the quality of their reading. Moreover, if the students are good in receptive skill such as reading, it will influence their productive skill, such as speaking and writing.
There are some strategies to assist students in reading comprehension. Reading comprehension strategies include activating and connecting to the background knowledge, asking questioning, making inferences, visualizing, determining importance, and summarizing and synthesizing information. All of those are the way for students in achieving their reading comprehension. The students need all of those strategies to improve their reading, and to increase their critical thinking. Because reading is receptive skill, it needs high critical thinking to understand the text or the meaning of the text. If the students understand the meaning of the text, they will be able to get the main idea easily. However, when they lose the meaning of what they are reading, they often unconsciously select and use a reading strategy that will help them reconnect with the meaning of the text. In general, the students often lost their concentration when reading a long text. It means that the strategy in reading is very important for students’ understanding of the text. From the strategies mentioned above, one of the strategies which is appropriate for students when reading long text is summarizing. This strategy is appropriate for college students to summarize the long text such as academic journal article. Such as in English Education Department of Tarbiyah Faculty of UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya, in the reading class they have Summarization in their learning. They have summarized the academic journal article. Because of summarizing is one of strategy to improving
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reading skill. According to Akkaya\textsuperscript{3} stated that summarizing is a strategy that activates the thinking process. Furthermore, the proper employment of summarizing strategies is known to enhance the quality of education. This statement explains that the summarizing is a strategy to activate the thinking process. There are some steps to be a critical, those are attentive reading, listing important idea, noticing key term and summarizing important quotes, crafting the essay, modeling good writing\textsuperscript{4}.

The summarizing strategy is a good strategy for students to solve their problem in reading. Many students say that the students have problem like getting bored when they read a long text. Almost all of students say that they get bored in reading class because they must read a long text. From the preliminary research, the researcher found that most of students had difficulty to find out the main idea of the text when they were bored to read the long text. According to Gupta it is very difficult for human beings to manually summarize large documents of text\textsuperscript{5}. Not only is it difficult for students to summarize a long text, but also students often lost concentration when reading the long text. The reading strategy make it easier for students to get the main idea and to understand the meaning of the text quickly. Text summarization solves the problem of extracting
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important information from huge amount of text data. So, summarizing skill is beneficial for students in their study, specially in reading.

In reading, summary is important. Smith and Zygouris-Coe say that summarizing is one of the strategies for students to get the main point of the text which they read. Before the students summarize, they must look for the main idea of the text and then rewrite it using their own words. Murno states that summarizing can be highly effective for helping students identify main ideas, generalize, remove redundancy, integrate ideas, and improve memory for what is read.

The summary is one of strategies to assist the students in learning. The summary is also one of the difficult skills, because summary makes the text shorter than the original one, but it still contains the main idea of the text. There are some characteristic of summary. First is that summary must be shorter than original text, second is that the summary must include the main ideas of the text, third is the summary should reflect the structure and order of the original text, fourth is the summary should include the important details. So, the good
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Summary is the one that contains of those characteristic. Like the Fried states about characteristic of summary as follow:

Summarizing is a difficult skill for students as it requires that: a summary must be short, a summary must include the writer’s most important ideas, a summary must be written in students’ own words, and a summary must include the information that students need to study.\(^{10}\)

In order for summarization to be effective, the student must be able to precede the ideas of the passage and consider how they are related to one another. This strategy helps readers associate text concepts into their schemata and can extend cognitive capacity\(^ {11}\). It is very important to make the summary contain of passage which related to other sentences and readable. Therefore, the reader get many important points in the summary. The students needed the strategy to make good summary, because the summarizing strategy influences the students’ summary. The summarizing skill is important to students in reading achievement.

Based on the explanation above about summarizing, the researcher wanted to conduct the research under the title “Students’ Summarizing Strategy in the Reading Class of English Teacher Education Department of State Islamic University of Sunan Ampel Surabaya”. Furthermore, the researcher conducted
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this research to know the students’ strategy of summarizing the text in the reading class, and to find out their problem when summarizing.

B. Statement of Problems

1. What are the students’ strategies of summarizing academic journal article?
2. What are the problems faced by students in summarizing academic journal article?

C. Objective of the Study

The objective of this research is to help the future lecturers and the current lecturers especially the reading lecturer to know the students’ strategy of summarizing, the students’ problem in summarizing.

In specific, the researcher’s objectives are:

1. To know the strategy used by the students to summarize the academic journal article.
2. To find out the problem faced the students in summarizing academic journal article.

D. Significance of the Study

This research is very important to conduct because it gives theoretical benefits and practical benefits.

1. Theoretical benefits
   
a. The result of the research can be useful for teaching reading, especially for summarizing.
b. The result of the research can be useful to help the teacher/lecturer who tech reading to give more strategies to summarizing.

c. The result of this research can be useful as the reference for future researchers who want to conduct research on strategies in summarizing. Hopefully the future research gives more detiles about how the quality of the students’ summary based on the strategy that used.

2. Practical benefits

a. Students will know and be aware of the strategy in summarizing that assist them to increasing their reading skill. Furthermore, the researcher hopes that of the students can improve their strategy when summarizing academic journal.

b. The result will help the students and other students to know the students’ problems in summarizing academic journal.

c. The result will help the .students to encourage their strategy to summarize the academic journal.

E. Scope and Limit of the Study

This research only observed the students of English Teacher Education Department especially the fourth semester students in the reading class. They focus on the reading of academic journal article as the material for their learning. The research only focused on the students’ strategy in summarizing of academic journal article in the reading class. The last concern of this research is the students’ problem in summarizing academic journal
F. Definition of Key terms

To avoid misunderstanding in the way of understand the study, the writer needs to give definition of terms that are often found in the study, such as:

1. Summary

A summary can be defined as a text that is produced from one or more texts which contains of the most important information of the original text, and the summary is shorter than the original text.  

2. Summarizing Strategies

The plan of students to summarize the academic journal article. According to Fred, the strategy includes a plan, perspective, position, and pattern.

3. Academic Journal Article

Scholarly journals (also described as “academic” or “peer reviewed”) contain various types of articles. A research article reports on an original experiment or study designed to investigate certain questions or problems.
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